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Bioethics: Principles, Issues, and Cases, Second Edition, explores the philosophical, medical,

social, and legal aspects of key bioethical issues. Opening with a thorough introduction to ethics,

bioethics, and moral reasoning, it then covers influential moral theories and the criteria for

evaluating them. Integrating eighty-five readings--thirteen of them new to this edition--numerous

cases, and abundant pedagogical tools, the book addresses the most provocative and controversial

topics in bioethics.  Updated throughout, the second edition incorporates new information on justice,

health care, and health insurance reform along with more coverage of issues related to race and

culture and of the moral challenges facing nurses and other health care professionals. It also offers

additional step-by-step guidance on how to identify and evaluate moral arguments in real-world

contexts, with accompanying exercises and answers in an appendix.   PEDAGOGICAL

FEATURES:   * "Classic Case Files" describe landmark cases that shaped the debate, while

news-making "Cases for Evaluation" encourage students to form their own opinions  * Various text

boxes: "In Depth" boxes contain additional material, illustrations, or analyses, much of it "ripped

from the headlines"; "Fact File" boxes provide statistics on the social, medical, and scientific facets

of a chapter's topic; and "Legal Brief" boxes summarize important court rulings and the status of

major legislation  * "Key Terms" are boldfaced and boxed off within the text and then defined in a

glossary at the back of the book  * "Applying Major Theories" sections at the end of each chapter

help students relate theories to the issues  * Unique Support Package: An Instructor's Manual and

Testbank on CD features reading summaries, essay questions, key terms, sample syllabi, and

numerous test questions  * A Companion Website at www.oup.com/us/vaughn contains Powerpoint

lecture outlines, reading summaries, student self-test questions, flashcards, and helpful web links
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"Bioethics is an excellent choice for courses in biomedical ethics. The readings are comprehensive

and thought-provoking, there is ample support material for students, and Vaughn's text is engaging,

descriptive, and clear."--David J. Paul, Western Michigan University"The first two chapters are

wonderful for providing background on some basic philosophical tools, ethical concepts, theories,

and principles. Each subsequent chapter has clear, useful introductions and well-placed

pedagogical tools highlighting important classic cases, legal briefs, and more."--Sara Schuman,

Eastern Michigan University and Washtenaw Community College"The text is well designed,

accessible, and a good combination of philosophical readings with feet-on-the-ground cases that

are so important for teaching clinical students. It is less expensive than its comparators without

sacrificing quality."--Stephen Hanson, University of Louisville"Bioethics is an excellent choice for

courses in biomedical ethics. The readings are comprehensive and thought-provoking, there is

ample support material for students, and Vaughn's text is engaging, descriptive, and clear."--David

J. Paul, Western Michigan University"The first two chapters are wonderful for providing background

on some basic philosophical tools, ethical concepts, theories, and principles. Each subsequent

chapter has clear, useful introductions and well-placed pedagogical tools highlighting important

classic cases, legal briefs, and more."--Sara Schuman, Eastern Michigan University and

Washtenaw Community College"The text is well designed, accessible, and a good combination of

philosophical readings with feet-on-the-ground cases that are so important for teaching clinical

students. It is less expensive than its comparators without sacrificing quality."--Stephen Hanson,

University of Louisville

Lewis Vaughn is the author or coauthor of several books, including Philosophy Here and Now:

Powerful Ideas in Everyday Life (2012), Contemporary Moral Arguments, Second Edition (2012),

The Power of Critical Thinking, Fourth Edition (2012), and Great Philosophical Arguments (2011), all

published by Oxford University Press.

I bought this textbook as part of required text for my Health Ethics class. Normally I buy the

textbooks for reference and for assignments, but I actually enjoyed this textbook. It outlines key

issues with relevant examples and moral dilemmas- allowing the reader to reconsider their



perspective and think about new views on hand. There was an appropriate amount of graphical

support, and the writing was not difficult to follow. The indented pages at a smaller size compared to

other textbooks made reading more manageable. Overall, great content and design.

This is a great book not just for people interested in going into medicine, biology, or philosophy, but

for everyone. All the writing is very well done. You fill find within opinions you agree with and

opinions that you absolutely hate. It's nice to see both sides, and there is a lot of awesome thinking

going on by the writers in this book.

I purchased this for the online medical ethics course I am taking this summer. It covers various

important aspects in bioethics. It contains background and summary, cases, article readings in each

chapter. Since my online course only provides with powerpoint lecture slides, the whole course is

very much self-learn, and so far I think it's a great bioethics textbook.

When I first open this book the first 3 pages was already torn half way. Can't even read some of the

passage bc the paper stuck next to each other. Ugh wish I rented a differ book. Midway through the

book it looks better.

As expected. Satisfactory.

The book met my needs and expectations. It was supposed to be in "good" condition but it showed

up pretty rough. Every single page was marked up with blue highlighter from top to bottom.

I do not necessarily agree with some of the other posters. This text offers a comprehensive look into

the realm of Biomedical Ethics. For the college courses that utilize this book, it should provide a

reaffirmation of the material discussed in lecture. The topics are current in regards to society today.

Overall I would recommend this to anyone in a college bioethics course, or someone looking for a

reference for practice.

Solid book but its pretty flimsy for its size.
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